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The mission of the Open Group is 
exploring new areas…





Core competences of business 
analysis…



… indicate different breeds of 
business analysts…



Why ‘Open BA’: distributed sourcing…

� We see a surge in demand for the expertise of the business analyst; a surge 
that has gone hand in hand with the growing popularity of various sourcing 
models and the increasing dependency of business change on technology. 
When a sourcing model is applied to an IT or a business process, this 
effectively creates a supply side and a demand side within that process. This is 
also the case in complex, networked collaboration between several 
organisations. BA expertise is called on to build the crucial interface between 
this supply and demand and therefore is an important enabling tool to achieve 
‘boundaryless information flow’.



… a new emphasis on corporate 
governance and performance …



… and lean’ process control…



… and the rapid evolution of Business 
Technology solutions…



... with the danger of a ‘Bricolage 
approach’



… it all makes open standardisation 
inevitable

� This growth in demand so 

far, however, has gone 

without a parallel effort 

towards standardisation in 

methodology. Different BA 

specialists use different 

methods; different methods 

apply different 

terminologies; scope and 

depth varies across the 

board. Today we start to 

see the offshore trend 

moving into the BA domain 

itself: we feel that 

standardisation becomes 

inevitable.



The initial input is in Capgemini’s 
SEMBA * …

SEMBA is a methodology 
consisting of a clear 
framework, well founded in 
proven architectural 
approaches, enriched

with Business Process 
Management principles and 
addressing the effective use 
of Subject Matter Expertise.

This methodology is developed 
by reusing and integrating 
existing proven approaches 
and combining these with 
best practices.

The result is a comprehensive, 
clear and simple to use 
methodology for BA.

* … and from others, notably 
SAP’s BPM framework …



.. which has some differentiators…

� Holistic approach
� Incorporates all phases and streams, rather than 

subsets

� Scalability through Focus & Direction phase
� Strong emphasis on Migration Design and Roadmaps

� ‘Holographic’ structure enables different views and 
levels of detail, also supports both linear and iterative 
approaches

� Extensive use of reference models and roadmaps
� Tool-independent method, e.g. use of modelling tools 

such as Aris, Websphere Business Modeller, etc.

� Completely built on open Eclipse Process Framework 
standards for methods engineering and support



Positioning relative to architecture 
becoming more clear…



… also to systems development and 
ERP implementation …



… we need to understand the entire life 
cycle …



… and results are on their way …



We may need multiple crop circles…



… and there are great opportunies to 
align with other industry bodies …



... and input from major technology 
vendors as wel...



BA could be focal area in further push 
of ITSC ...



... and proposal for Business Architect 
Certification standard pending...
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